SUMMER 2020 DIGITAL LESSONS
Available June – September 2020
Learn from masters at your own pace.

Guitar

(acoustic, resonator, steel, electric & more)

BEGINNING

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

Bluegrass Rhythm Guitar Beyond the
“Boom-Chuck” (Beg/Int): In this
lesson, you’ll be presented with three
simple techniques to immediately
incorporate into your playing that will
help you achieve that driving
bluegrass rhythm desired in jam
circles and ensembles.

Four Basic Building Blocks to
Construct a Bluegrass Flatpick
Guitar Solo (Int): In this lesson,
you’ll be presented with the
fundamentals of how to “take a
guitar break” within the context
of your local jam circle of friends
and/or as part of a performance
with an ensemble or solo act.

Fingerpicking Guitar
(Int./Adv.): I’ll teach an
arrangement of the Flatt and
Scruggs classic “Is it too Late
Now” that combines some
alternating bass Piedmont
blues-style picking and some
thumb-lead style.

Greg Blake Bluegrass Week

Cajun guitar, Part 1 (Beg/Int): In this
lesson, we will learn the basics of
backup rhythm guitar playing for
Cajun music, exploring two-step,
waltz, and blues rhythms using the
choke chord style.

ACOUSTIC GUITAR

Jane Vidrine Cajun & Creole Week

Greg Blake Bluegrass Week

Piedmont Blues Guitar (Int):
We’ll learn the finger-picking
instrumental, “I'm Busy And You
Can't Come In.” Key of C,
standard tuning.

ALL LEVELS
Fretboard Pathways Part 1 (All
Levels): We'll use an easy to learn,
three-note based approach to
understand how chords and
melodies work, how they
interrelate, and how they can be
found everywhere on the guitar
neck.

Jesse Milnes Classic Country
Week

Grant Gordy Bluegrass Week

Learn To Speak Swing
(Int/Adv): In this class we'll
learn the building blocks of
single note jazz
improvisation, how to make
a phrase, and how to make a
phrase swing.

Fretboard Pathways Part 2 (All
Levels):
Taking a deeper look into the Part 1
approach, we'll move as quickly as
possible from the realm of "theory"
to the world of real music making!
Applying the method to a couple
tune examples, we'll learn how to
expand our ears, musical palette
and technique.

Lightnin' Wells Blues Week
Albanie Falletta Swing Week

Grant Gordy Bluegrass Week

Cajun guitar, Part 2 (Beg/Int): In this
lesson, we will learn a waltz and a
two-step with vocals using open
chords with connecting bass runs.
Jane Vidrine Cajun & Creole Week

Jump Into Swing Guitar (Int): In
this class, I'll talk about a few of
the defining elements that make
swing swing, and show a few
chord shapes that lend
themselves to playing swing
rhythm guitar
Albanie Falletta Swing Week

Three Notes and The Truth,
Part 1 (Int/Adv): I will show
you how to use 3-note chord
shapes to be creative with
the chord changes in a 12-bar
swinging blues. We will with
moving one simple 3 note
shape around to play a minor
blues then add more shapes
and sounds and soon move
in to a major blues.
Tom Mitchell Blues Week

Bass runs on for stringband guitar
players (Beg/Int): Lesson description
coming soon!
Joebass Dejarnette American String
Band

Swing Guitar (Int): I will show
you how to play the swing guitar
part for Bye Bye Blackbird, with
PDF inculded of chart and chord
diagrams. See my other lesson
for the vocal parts.
Dave Davies Blues Week

Ragging the Blues (All Levels):
Learn a few techniques for your
right hand to add more
syncopation to your fingerpicking
on the guitar. With a few simple
exercises you can develop a more
powerful, versatile thumb that
enriches your basslines and
diversifies your options when
playing blues guitar. You'll also get
a few new tricks for adding a
couple extra chords to a basic
twelve bar blues form!
Joe Seamons Blues Week

Three Notes and The Truth,
Part 2 (Int/Adv):
In Part 2, we will take the 3note shapes and apply them
to a to a Jazz standard. These
shapes are great for playing
rhythm for many styles and
have been a staple for Swing,
Jump Blues and Western
Swing.

Accompanying a Singer on Guitar
(All Levels): Learn a few reliable
right hand shapes to accompany
yourself while singing, or back up
another singer. In addition to
playing chords up and down the
neck, you can develop your ability
to craft a bassline and grow your
bag of tricks for playing fills
between phrases.

Tom Mitchell Blues Week

Joe Seamons Blues Week

ACOUSTIC GUITAR, CONT.

"Buck Dance" Part I (Beg):
In this lesson, we'll build thumbfinger independence in the
alternating bass style as we explore
the basic structure of Mississippi John
Hurt's tune, "Stocktime," also known
as "Buck Dance."
Valerie Turner Blues Week

"Buck Dance" Part 2 (Beg/Int):
Building on the skills covered in
"Buck Dance - Part I," we'll dive
into a more syncopated
arrangement of Mississippi John
Hurt's tune. If you are new to this
style of fingerpicking, it is
recommended that you complete
Part I before tackling this lesson.

Blues Thumb Roll, Part 1
(Int/Adv): Eric will break
down the classic thumb roll
technique used by Blind
Blake, Blind Boy Fuller and
Reverend Gary Davis. In this
workshop we'll mainly focus
on establishing a rock solid
groove to make the thumb
roll second nature.

Valerie Turner Blues Week

Eric Noden Blues Week

Spirituals and Gospel for Guitar (Beg/Int): In this class we will talk about
the history around spirituals and gospel songs as we learn a couple of my
favorites, covering songs from slave poets and gospel composers alike.

BLUES SLIDE

Hubby Jenkins Blues Week
Complete Slide Guitar: Building your
slide guitar playing from the ground
up (All Levels): From which finger to
wear your slide to which tuning is
best to why slide playing is so
damned hard, Samuel James will
cover every side of playing slide.

Be my band!: I will present a
country song, talk through the
chord progression, teach you the
melody & harmony, and then play
it with space for you to add leads,
rhythm section, harmony, etc. I
look forward to making music with
you!
Emily Miller Classic Country Week

Blues Thumb Roll, Part 2 (Int/Adv): In Part 2 of Eric's thumb roll
workshop, we'll learn how to apply the technique used by Blind
Blake and Blind Boy Fuller in chord progressions and songs.
Eric Noden Blues Week

Slidin' on the Frets (Beg): In this class you
will learn two songs while studying the
proper technique for open tunings on guitar,
holding a slide and intonation.

Slide Guitar (Int): We’ll learn the finger-picking
instrumental, “Rollin' And Tumblin’.” Key of G, open
tuning. You’ll need a slide or bottleneck.

Hubby Jenkins Blues Week

Lightnin' Wells Blues Week

Dobro Minor Chords (All Levels): Learn how to locate and play minor
chords/double stops/arpeggios in G major tuning.

Essential Dobro Licks (All Levels): Learn a slew of go-to licks that all
the pros use!

Ivan Rosenberg Bluegrass Week

Ivan Rosenberg Bluegrass Week

PEDAL STEEL

E9 Pedal Steel part 1 (Beg/Int): I'll cover basics like right and left hand
technique, and positions of major, minor, and seventh chords

E9 Pedal Steel part 2 (Int/Adv): I'll teach some simple but effective
licks, patterns, intros, and turnarounds

Leon Kasdorf Classic Country Week

Leon Kasdorf Classic Country Week

ELECTRIC GUITAR

RESONATOR (DOBRO)

Samuel James Blues Week

Electric Guitar in Country Music: Classic Licks & Songs (All Levels): In this
video we're going to learn as many classic country licks and songs as we
can! I'll delve into what makes them work a bit too.

“Put a Little Swing On It” (Int): In this video, we'll delve into
Western Swing a bit. We'll dissect a classic tune and learn the chords
and the melody

Thomas Bryan Eaton Classic Country Week

Thomas Bryan Eaton Classic Country Week

Don’t miss Michelle Brown’s Cajun
Cooking 101 lessons! You will learn how
to make roux, meatball stew with potatoes
and carrots, rice, yellow squash dressing and
blackberry cobbler.

More lessons will be announced soon!
Join the Facebook group “Augusta 2020: Learn – Create – Connect” to stay in-the-know
about new lessons & real-time online cultural sessions, jams and more in July.

SUMMER 2020 DIGITAL LESSONS
Available June – September 2020
Learn from masters at your own pace.

Fiddle
BEGINNING

INTERMEDIATE

Upbow emphasis and practice tips (Int):
In this lesson, we’ll work on Lee
Hammons' version of Greasy String to
Cajun fiddle (Beg/Int): We'll start with the
practice getting used to the distinctive
basic structure of a classic Cajun song and work
"upbow" bowstroke within the context of
our way through to add a little spice.
a tune from another regional Greenbrier
Valley fiddler and I'll share some tips on
Jason Frey Cajun & Creole Week
effective practice.
Annie Stroud WV Old-Time Week
Fiddle-from-Scratch (Beg): What to do first!
We’ll show you how to hold the bow, and the
fiddle, and be comfortable.
Michelle Kaminsky Cajun & Creole Week
Easy Bowing/Rhythm Patterns for novice
fiddlers who want to play along in a Cajun
Jam (Beg): We’ll learn how to play an easy
two-step rhythm, and a waltz rhythm, so you
can join in a Cajun jam.

Bluegrass Fiddle Tune (Advanced): In this
lesson I’m going to breakdown and teach
the tune “Grassy Fiddle Blues” from Kenny
Baker. This has a ton of useful double-stops
that you’ll be able to use in many other
situations. I’ll also use this tune as a vehicle
to explore other thoughts on advanced
bluegrass fiddle techniques, so if you know
this one already I'll make sure to include
some extra challenges.
George Jackson Bluegrass Week

The Anatomy of a Bluegrass Song for the
Fiddle, Parts 1 & 2 (Int): Learn what the
fiddle does from beginning to end on a
bluegrass song.

Fast String Band Fiddling (Adv): Learn the
breakneck fiddling style of “Warfield” by
1930s trio The Williamson Bros. & Curry
from Logan County, West Virginia.

Barbara Lamb Bluegrass Week

Chance McCoy WV Old-Time Week

Country Fiddle Kickoffs (Int): I’ll teach
fiddle kickoffs to 2 or 3 country standards
using a double stop style.

Rare West Virginia Modal Music (Adv):
Explore one of the rare modal gems from
the Hammons Family, “Old Drake” and the
unique ornaments, noting the bow licks
that make up this archaic style.

Jesse Milnes Classic Country Week

Michelle Kaminsky Cajun & Creole Week
WV Old-Time Fiddle - Bare Bones and Drones
(Beg/Int): I will break down a deceptively
simple fiddle tune in wonderfully droney,
archaic style from the late Lee Hammons (b.
1883) of Pocahontas County, WV,
demonstrating how to employ the open-string
drones and pulsing bow that Hammons used,
making his playing unique among his
generation.

ADVANCED

Chance McCoy WV Old-Time Week

Cross tuning and intro to upbow (Int): In
this lesson, we’ll look at cross-tuning,
some common applications, and
introduce upbow technique with
Greenbrier Valley Fiddler Mose Coffman's
tune Turkey Creek.

Early Ozark Fiddling (Adv): Ashley’s
Melody Men’s “Bath House Blues” A tune
in C with lots of double stops and possibly
using 2nd position, along with a bit of
crookedness. From an Ozark band with
some surprising connections.

Annie Stroud WV Old-Time Week

Betse Ellis American String Band Week

Fiddle kicks (Int/Adv): In this lesson
we’re going to dive into one of the more
important jobs that comes with jamming
or playing bluegrass in a group setting,
kicking off a song. We’ll break down a few
classic bluegrass fiddle kicks and unlock
the tools you’ll need to confidently kick
off a song, plus learn some sweet licks on
the way.

Cajun Fiddle (Adv): We’ll learn a dance hall
standard two step, and I’ll point out traits
to look for in any Cajun two step- phrasing
that has Afro-Caribbean syncopation found
throughout French Louisiana music, bowing
textures designed for dance hall tempos,
and the simple, languid ornaments that are
distinct in Cajun fiddling. We’ll also learn a
dance hall standard Cajun waltz in the
smoothly flowing Balfa style in swung
rhythm with some strategies for variation
in melody.

Doug Van Gundy WV Old-Time Week

More lessons will be
announced soon!
Join the Facebook group “Augusta 2020: Learn
– Create – Connect” to stay in-the-know about
new lessons & real-time online cultural
sessions, jams and more in July.

George Jackson Bluegrass Week

David Greely Cajun & Creole Week
Don’t miss Michelle Brown’s Cajun
Cooking 101 class!
You will learn how to make roux, meatball
stew with potatoes and carrots, rice, yellow
squash dressing and blackberry cobbler.

Early Ozark Fiddling (Int/Adv with
embellishments): Fiddlin’ Sam Long’s
“Sandy Land” Learn this G tune with its
iconic bowing elements from the first
recorded Ozark fiddler.
Betse Ellis American String Band Week

Cajun Seconding (Int/Adv): We'll discuss
chord shapes, bow rhythms and connecting
chords together to become powerful
second fiddlers.
Blake Miller Cajun & Creole Week

SUMMER 2020 DIGITAL LESSONS
Available June – September 2020
Learn from masters at your own pace.

Banjo
BEGINNING

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

ALL LEVELS

Intro to Banjo Accompaniment for
Singing (Beg): Learn some basic skills
for making your accompaniment
more interesting when playing
behind your and other people’s
singing.

Soul of the Banjo (Int/Adv, Old-Time):
Explore the core characteristics of the
banjo, and use your understanding to
improve your clawhammer and fingerpicking technique, choice of notes, and
phrasing.

Two Finger Melodic Style Banjo
(Advanced, Old-Time): Learn Ed
Haley's Brushy Run in a two finger
melodic style. This will feature some
really cool alternate string pulloffs
that are useful in any banjo style.

Assisted Ready-Made Harmonies
on the Banjo (All Levels, OldTime): Learn to easily create a
harmony part using the chord
progression with simple shapes up
the neck.

Brandi Pace American String Band
Week

Paul Brown American String Band
Week

Clarke Wyatt American String Band
Week

Clarke Wyatt American String Band
Week

Mixing Melodic and Single Strings
(Int/Adv, Bluegrass): In this section
we will talk about how to make your
playing as fluid as possible by
combining Melodic, and Single
Strings Styles on a Fiddle Tune such
as Cherokee Shuffle.

Basic banjo backup (All Levels):
See three finger, forward roll
techniques that will benefit players
of any level when playing with a
vocal ensemble.

Old Time Finger Picking (Int/Adv, OldClawhammer Banjo (Beg): In this
Time): Get a grip on basics of thumb
lesson you’ll learn basic clawhammer
lead and index lead two-finger oldtechnique and apply it to learning “I’ll
time picking styles, and learn at least
Fly Away.”
one tune along the way.
Brandi Pace American String Band
Week
Introduction to Clawhammer Banjo
(Beg): This video is an introduction to
old-time, claw-hammer banjo. We
will look at, and focus on the right
hand technique that establishes the
basic rhythm and “drive” of old-time
banjo. Establishing this technique is
the foundation of everything that
follows.

Paul Brown American String Band
Week

Diatonic Chords (Int): This course will
focus on spicing up your bluegrass
banjo playing with rolls you know and
maybe some new chord shapes, this
will help with movement up and down
the neck as well
Tray Wellington Bluegrass Week

Tray Wellington Bluegrass Week

Bluesy banjo backup (Adv):
Advanced ideas for playing inventive
fills and bluesy backup in any key or
position.
Joe Mullins Bluegrass Week

Joe Mullins Bluegrass Week

Don’t miss Michelle
Brown’s Cajun Cooking 101
class!
You will learn how to make roux,
meatball stew with potatoes and
carrots, rice, yellow squash
dressing and blackberry cobbler.

Joe Herrmann WV Old-Time Week
Beginning Clawhammer Banjo –
Applying Rhythm to Tune and Tune
to Rhythm (Beg): In this video we will
apply the basic claw-hammer rhythm
to a melody. We will take a look at
basic chords.

Clawhammer Banjo: Mississippi
Lawyer (Adv Beg/Int): I will teach an
original tune in the key of D, which is
the banjo part for the music
to “Mississippi Lawyer” (the dance
taught in Sharon Leahy’s percussive
dance lessons).

Joe Herrmann WV Old-Time Week

Rick Good Percussive Dance Intensive

More lessons will be announced
soon!

Join the Facebook group “Augusta 2020: Learn – Create – Connect” to stay
in-the-know about new lessons & real-time online cultural sessions, jams
and more in July.

SUMMER 2020 DIGITAL LESSONS
Available June – September 2020
Learn from masters at your own pace.

Vocals & Songwriting
Murky Modal Minors: I’ll teach and sing a
series of old hymns and songs, all collected
from early Augusta appearances by singers
such as Nimrod Workman, Jean Ritchie, Lois
Short, Magpie, and Ginny Hawker and Kay
Justice, and talk a bit about what gives the
tunes such a haunting quality.

Bluegrass Vocals, Parts 1 & 2: This class will
provide both an overview of the musical and
cultural history of bluegrass, plus discussion,
historic examples, and demonstration of some of
ornamentation, phrasing and breathing
techniques that will enrich your practice and
performance.

Flawn Williams Vocal Week

Joe Newberry & Jen Larson Bluegrass Week

Bluegrass Song Vault: Let’s learn some
great songs from the “deep catalog”of
bluegrass that you can bring to the next
jam
Chris Brashear Bluegrass Week

Country Vocals—Kitty Wells: We’ll be learning one of
Kitty’s great, but lesser known songs. "Cold and Lonely".
We’ll learn the song and also talk about some of the
interesting things you’ll hear in Kitty’s singing style.

Country Gospel—"I Am the Road": This moving
Gospel song by the band Hot Rize, has an unusual
tune and fun harmonies.

Karen Collins Classic Country Week

Karen Collins Classic Country Week

Country Duet Singing: Learn some great songs
and get advice on how to dial in a good duet
sound from three fabulous country duos.

REPERTOIRE/STYLE

Phrasing the Blues: Through close listening and
experimentation, we will explore techniques for
heightening the emotional tension for listeners
through your vocal expression. Dig into the ways
that iconic blues queens use creative phrasing to
drive home their message. Then, apply those
lessons to your own style.
Tina Dietz Blues Week

PART 1: Ginny Hawker & Kari Sickenberger
Classic Country Week
PART 2: Nora Jane Struthers & Joe Overton
Classic Country Week
PART 3: Val Mindel & Annalee Koehn Vocal
Week

Shape-note 101: We will learn a classic 4-part
shape note song as you can sing along with me.
There will also be a brief introduction to the
history of the music and the four-shape system,
and we will sing a tune "on the shapes", as they
say.
Gideon Crevoshay Vocal Week

Be my band!: I will present a country song, talk
through the chord progression, teach you the
melody & harmony, and then play it with space for
you to add leads, rhythm section, harmony, etc. I
look forward to making music with you!
Emily Miller Classic Country Week

Cajun and Creole Ballads: Unaccompanied Cajun
ballads hark back to France and carry a modal
European sound with striking melodies and
elegant lyrics. We’ll learn in a call and response
style, with lyric sheet included. Creole ballads are
Black Louisiana French music with a distinct
relaxed feel, dripping with the blues yet carrying a
joyous, defiant fire- learned in call and response
style with lyric sheet included.
David Greely Cajun & Creole Week

Jazz Singing: From Zero to Gigbook!, Part I:
In this lesson we will discuss and
demonstrate preparing a Jazz standard for
performance. To include choosing the best
key, interpreting swing rhythms and
rhythmic and melodic alterations.
Darden Purcell Swing Week

Jazz Singing: From Zero to Gigbook!, Part II: In
this lesson, we will take a Jazz standard and will
discuss performing in multiple styles; swing,
ballad, Latin, etc. as well as intros and endings and
communication with a band.
Darden Purcell Swing Week

Introduction to Corsican
polyphony: In this class we will
learn a traditional Corsican piece,
broken into the three-parts of
bassu, segunda, and terza. We
will also learn some simple
ornamentations that are used in
this beautiful style of singing.

Round ‘Em Up for Instant Harmony:
When you learn a Round, you
already have the basis for harmony.
We will learn a new Birthday Round
as well as a unique Double Round,
and I will include tips for learning
melodies quickly and playing with
harmony.

Singing Body & Soul: American Sign
Language and Qigong are creative ways
to incorporate movement with our songs.
We’ll learn a Sea Islands Spiritual that has
call and response with Sign Language, and
the song “In These Times,” which includes
Qigong “dragon eyes” and “putting the
moon’s reflection in the water.”

Swing Harmony: I will give you
all the tools to sing a 4-part
vocal arrangement of Bye Bye
Blackbird. If you want to go
deeper, you can learn the
instrumental part in my guitar
lesson.

Gideon Crevoshay Vocal Week

Elise Witt Vocal Week

Elise Witt Vocal Week

Dave Davies Vocal Week

Phrasing in
Country Singing: I
will show you how
to phrase lyrics
within a song to
deliver a song
truthfully and up
your country
singing game.

Cajun Vocals, Parts 1 & 2: In
Part 1, I will teach you the
guitar and vocal parts to “The
Monkey and the Fiddle,” a
song by Mitch Reed and
myself. In Part 2, we will
learn “Pour la Dernier Fois,”
a song by Adam Hebert.

Emily Miller Classic
Country Week

Randy Vidrine Cajun &
Creole Week

Lifting Our Voices From the Fire: Songs of Resistance and Unity in Troubled Times: The darkest of
times in social history, from ruthless political and economic oppression to environmental
genocide, produce movements toward unity and change among those oppressed. The Appalachian
Region, with its stained traditions of absentee ownership of natural wealth and related abuses of
our mountainous terrain and its people, has been over time a caldron of resistance and efforts to
prevail in the pursuit of happiness and preservation of hard-pressed communities. Vital to these
struggles has been the harnessing of art and song. Michael and Carrie Kline share some of their
favorite songs as they reflect on the driving force of raising our voices in the ongoing fight for
positive change and people power.
Michael & Carrie Kline American String Band Week

REPERTOIRE/STYLE, Cont.

The Flavor and Setting of the Singing Hammons Family: This session reflects on the flavor
and setting of the singing Hammons Family of the Williams River Wilderness Area in the
Allegheny highlands of West Virginia. Michael and Carrie Kline share two songs learned firsthand from Currence Hammons (b. 1895) who grew up there. The first, Bangum and the Wild
Boar, dates back over 60 generations to the time of Beowulf in the Ninth Century. It is
reckoned to be one of the earliest poems in the English language and resonates with the
family's experience in hunting wild hogs in the wilderness. The song captures that sense of
foreboding and danger in the forests of Currence's childhood, once so deep and desolate
that, “ They were dark by day and dark by night.” The second song, Take the Wings of the
Morning, embodies Currence's memories of the camp-meeting revivals he attended as a
child and recognizes the divine in nature: “We'll hear the thunders roaring on that great
day!” The Hammons Family, whose singing bespeaks their determination.

Basics of country harmony:
We’ll drill down to the
essentials of American country
harmony – how to reliably find
harmonies above and below
the lead on the fly, so that you
can successfully join a singing
jam.
Val Mindel Vocal Week

Old-time duets: We’ll
learn the lead and
harmony of a great oldtime duet, in the
process looking at
phrasing, rhythm and
other factors to make it
sparkle.
Val Mindel & Emily
Miller Vocal Week

SONGWRITING

Michael & Carrie Kline WV Old-Time Week
The Joy of Co-writing: I realize this lesson will be
tricky because you are sitting in a room alone as we
discuss this option for writing songs due to this
COVID-safe option for learning that Augusta
Bluegrass Week is providing. What I will be
discussing can be applied to future co-writes and as
an avid co-writer myself, we are finding ways around
the sheltering-in-place hurdles. I will be sharing
those new sessions to ALL levels of songwriters so
please join us on the journey of shared writing.

TECHNIQUE

Donna Ulisse Bluegrass Week
Overcoming: Let's acknowledge what we're feeling
in this moment. The voice can be a powerful tool for
helping us understand and express what's
challenging us. Singers, often more than anything
else, lack confidence in themselves, and show their
vulnerability to others. This class provide you with
techniques that allow you to both recognize and
express what you need to overcome. You will learn
useful vocal techniques and body awareness that
empower you to do so.

Inspiration: To write a song you must first
have the inspiration to write the song. I
believe inspiration can be strengthened
through simple and dedicated exercises. By
doing daily practices, you will watch your
imagination flourish and your songs will
jump to the next level. This lesson will be for
ALL levels of songwriters. No matter where
you find yourself on your writing journey,
these powerful tools will add to your songs - they will!

Songwriting: 10 rules
for writing YOUR best
songs: Samuel James
will guide you through
his 10 rules for writing
your very best songs!
Samuel James Blues
Week

Story Song Basics (All
levels). We'll examine
the elements of a good
story song and create a
roadmap for you to use
when writing your own
story songs.
Nora Jane Struthers
Classic Country Week

Donna Ulisse Bluegrass Week

More lessons will be announced soon!
Join the Facebook group “Augusta 2020: Learn – Create – Connect” to
stay in-the-know about new lessons & real-time online cultural
sessions, jams and more in July.

VOCAL HEALTH

Tina Dietz Blues Week
Vocal Tips and Advice: Legendary vocal coach
Charles Williams gives advice on how to keep your
voice healthy and limber throughout your life.
Charles Williams Vocal Week

Vocal warm-ups: Charles will lead you
through some of his favorite warm-ups.
Charles Williams Vocal Week

Don’t miss Michelle Brown’s Cajun
Cooking 101 lessons! You will learn how to
make roux, meatball stew with potatoes and
carrots, rice, yellow squash dressing and
blackberry cobbler.

SUMMER 2020 DIGITAL LESSONS
Available June – September 2020
Learn from masters at your own pace.

The Rhythm Section

BASS

Country Bass (Beg): In this
lesson we will look at beginning
hand positions and posture to
start playing the upright bass,
and will focus on making the 2feel groovy in country tunes.
Miss Tess Classic Country Week

(Bass, Drums & Percussive Dance)

Country Bass (Int): In this
lesson we will discuss using
walk ups and walk downs to
transition between chords,
and how to approach playing
in 4
Miss Tess Classic Country
Week

DANCE

DRUMS

Stringband Bass (Int): Learn
the nuances of playing the
bass in a stringband.
Be my band! (Beg): I will
present a country song, talk
through the chord progression,
teach you the melody &
harmony, and then play it with
space for you to add leads,
rhythm section, harmony, etc. I
look forward to making music
with you!
Emily Miller Classic Country
Week

Joebass Dejarnette American
String Band Week

Bass Soloing 101 & Slapping
the Bass: Where to Start. (All
Levels): What to do when
everyone looks at the bass
player and yells, "Take it!"?
We'll learn some basic tips
that will help you find your
way.

Swing Bass-- 2-octave scale study (All
Levels): By playing 2 notes then shifting,
this scale study employs all the
awkward fingerings while going through
the modes in 2 octaves
Ralph Gordon Swing Week

Missy Raines Bluegrass Week
Good Left Hand - Good Right
Hand (All Levels): It all starts
with a good foundation and
in this lesson we'll cover the
basics of your left and right
hands on the bass.
Missy Raines Bluegrass Week

Swing Drumset "1,458 Ways
to Swing" (Beg/Int): In this
class we will explore the
history, variations, and
nuances of Swinging on
Drumset. For all swing
musicians.

Melodic DrummingImprovise on any Tune with
Drums! (All Levels): Here we
not only learn to accompany
musicians on drumset, but
also to play using the song
form and melody to frame
improvisational ideas.

Wes Crawford Swing Week

Wes Crawford Swing Week

Swing bass-- Bebop major scale (All
levels): I will show you an 8-note scale
that walks by itself. The notes line up
rhythmically & harmonically for a great
walking bass line
Ralph Gordon Swing Week

More lessons will
be announced
soon!
Join the Facebook group “Augusta 2020:
Learn – Create – Connect” to stay inthe-know about new lessons & realtime online cultural sessions, jams and
more in July.

A Percussive Dance by Sharon Leahy, Parts 1 & 2 (Int/Adv): This two-part lesson will give you tools to learn Mississippi Lawyer, an original
dance piece from the Rhythm in Shoes repertoire. Technical skills will require dancers to have facility in both tap and clogging. It will include:
rear view, slow execution of steps, helpful hints by choreographer, performance footage and practice music. This work is for educational
purposes and should not be used as a performance piece by student without permission of Ms. Leahy.

SUMMER 2020 DIGITAL LESSONS
Available June – September 2020
Learn from masters at your own pace.

Accordion
BEGINNING

INTERMEDIATE

Cajun Accordion from scratch (Beg): In
these two virtual lessons, we’ll learn the
basic foundations when starting to play
the Cajun Accordion. In the first lesson,
we’ll learn the proper way to hold the
accordion, the theory behind the
instrument and explore the C major scale.
In the second lesson, we will learn the
Cajun waltz, “ J’ai passé devant ta porte”
using our basic information we learned in
lesson 1!
Drew Simon Cajun & Creole Week

“A Cowboy Rider” from Joe Falcon
(Int/Adv): This two-step is from a historic
recording of Joe Falcon on Cajun accordion.
Joe Falcon was the first to ever record a
Cajun tune—Allons à Lafayette back in the
1920s. I will present the tune in three
different versions—beginner, intermediate,
and advanced. I will say, however, that it will
be overall more of an
intermediate/advanced lesson.

Cajun accordion (Beg/Int): I will get you
started on the right track with Cajun
accordion. I have included tabs with the
basic bones of a classic Cajun tune and
then I’ll show you how to spice it up a bit.

ALL LEVELS

Cajun Accordion (Adv): Here,
we'll learn a couple Cajun songs
and look at how to play and
ornament them with style and
rhythm.

Creole/Zydeco Accordion,
Parts 1 & 2: We’ll be studying
the diatonic accordion
technique and style in the key
of “C”, while learning Creole
and Zydeco songs.

Blake Miller Cajun & Creole
Week

Corey Ledet
Cajun & Creole Week

Chris Miller Cajun & Creole Week
“Saturday Night Waltz” from Joe Falcon
(Int/Adv): In this lesson, I will present a
waltz from Joe Falcon (see above).
Chris Miller Cajun & Creole Week

Jason Frey Cajun & Creole Week

ADVANCED

More lessons will be announced
soon!
Join the Facebook group “Augusta 2020: Learn – Create –
Connect” to stay in-the-know about new lessons & realtime online cultural sessions, jams and more in July.

Don’t miss Michelle Brown’s Cajun Cooking 101 class! You will learn how to make roux, meatball stew with potatoes and carrots, rice, yellow
squash dressing and blackberry cobbler.

SUMMER 2020 DIGITAL LESSONS
Available June – September 2020
Learn from masters at your own pace.

Mandolin
BEGINNING

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

Bluegrass Mandolin (Beg): We’ll get you
playing along using simple chords and
picking techniques on this very versatile
instrument.

“Blue Yodel #4” (int): One of Bill Monroe’s
earliest popular numbers used as a vehicle
to illustrate the use of downstrokes, triplets
and groove.

Chris Brashear Bluegrass Week

Mike Compton Bluegrass Week

How to Play Fiddle Feel on the Mandolin
(Int/Adv): The class will focus on thinking
more like a fiddle player. We will use the oldtime tune “Mississippi
Breakdown” to illustrate ideas on working out
of double stops, slides and bow
strokes.
Mike Compton Bluegrass Week

More lessons will be announced soon!
Join the Facebook group “Augusta 2020: Learn – Create – Connect” to stay in-theknow about new lessons & real-time online cultural sessions, jams and more in
July.

Don’t miss Michelle Brown’s Cajun
Cooking 101 classes!
You will learn how to make roux, meatball
stew with potatoes and carrots, rice, yellow
squash dressing and blackberry cobbler.

SUMMER 2020 DIGITAL LESSONS
Available June – September 2020
Learn from masters at your own pace.

Piano
BEGINNING

More lessons
will be
announced
soon!
Join the Facebook group
“Augusta 2020: Learn – Create –
Connect” to stay in-the-know
about new lessons & real-time
online cultural sessions, jams and
more in July.

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

Elements of soloing for jazz piano
(Adv): There are millions of ways to
solo in jazz, and an experienced
Swing and the Triplet Stream
player’s solo on the same tune will
(Int): I'll start with a short playing
likely be different each time they play
excerpt, then talk about the 12
it. But there are also certain
triplets underlying 4/4 swing
fundamentals that should be part of
music, swing 8th's and grouping
all good solos. We’ll cover chord
the triplets in other ways in
voicings, chord-scale relationships,
order to develop control over the
and the various other elements —
placement of notes.
including bebop, the language of jazz
soloists — that factor into the creation
Harry Appelman Swing Week
of a good, swinging jazz solo.
Harry Appelman Swing Week

SUMMER 2020 DIGITAL LESSONS
Available June – September 2020
Learn from masters at your own pace.

UKULELE

Ukulele & Dulcimer
So You Want to Play a Little Uke… and tips for anybody’s
musical Bags of Tricks (Beg): Lesson description coming
soon!
Kathy Reitz Swing Week

Blue Uke (Int): An introduction to right hand fingerpicking,
what makes a melody "blue". We’ll work on getting that
old-timey sound on your uke, with the right rhythm, chord
positions and where to find the melody. Mostly for
fingerpickers, but strummers will find some good ideas
too. We'll listen and learn songs by ear-no tab. Re-entrant
tuning preferred.

HAMMERED DULCIMER

Del Ray Blues Week

West Virginia's Ernie Carpenter's Lament in G (Int): Learn
my version of Ernie's Elk River Blues, including some
thoughts on playing old time fiddle tunes on the Hammer
Dulcimer.
Sam Herrmann WV Old-Time Week

Don’t miss Michelle
Brown’s Cajun
Cooking 101 lessons!
You will learn how to
make roux, meatball stew
with potatoes and carrots,
rice, yellow squash
dressing and blackberry
cobbler.

West Virginia's Melvin Wine's Waltz in D (Int): Down by
the Old Garden Gate is a tune Melvin played with a bit of
happy whimsy. I encourage you to enjoy its simplicity.
Sam Herrmann WV Old-Time Week

More lessons will be announced soon!
Join the Facebook group “Augusta 2020: Learn – Create – Connect” to
stay in-the-know about new lessons & real-time online cultural
sessions, jams and more in July.

SUMMER 2020 DIGITAL LESSONS
Available June – September 2020
Learn from masters at your own pace.

MUSIC THEORY

IMPROVISATION

Improve your Musicianship (All Instruments)
Melodic Improvisation (Beg): Using the perennial
standard "All of Me" as a vehicle, we will learn
melodic embellishment and variation as a gateway
to improvisation for the novice (or virgin!)
improviser.

Improvising Workshop (All levels): We'll take a look at how to start improvising and also how to build up
your improvising skills.
Grant Flick Bluegrass Week

Seth Kibel Swing Week
Chord Families Part 1: The Magic Six (All Levels): In
this theoretical but practical lesson, we'll learn how
to group chords together to understand how
common chord progressions work in different
genres of music. In Part 1, we will look at the
Magic 6 chord family, a class of chords all based on
the major scale, that define folk, country, blues,
bluegrass, pop and rock genres. Find out how
musicians "think" by learning about chords
symbolically in numbers. Use this knowledge to
make up your own chord progressions coherently.

Chord Families Part Two: The Godfather of Chords - The Dominant
7th (All levels): We'll learn how 7th chords dominate music by making
listeners tonality conscious. They tell us where we are and what's
coming next. Classical, ragtime, traditional New Orleans jazz, and
swing are some of the genres that become more accessible when we
understand this chord family, as well as making blues progressions
even more bluesy.
Peter Davis Blues Week

Key Centers/Harmonic
Simplification (Int/Adv): Learn
how, as an improviser, to
navigate a complex set of chord
changes by simplifying the
harmonic structure, looking for
key centers, etc. We will use
the Billy Strayhorn composition
"Take The A-Train,"
Seth Kibel Swing Week

COMPOSITION

DEEPENING MUSICIANSHIP

Peter Davis Blues Week
Developing a Music
Practice Routine (All
Levels): This lesson will
focus on a structured
approach to practicing
music, vocabulary, and
repertoire.
Jesse McBee Swing
Week
Tune Writing (All
levels): I'll share some
tips and strategies for
writing tunes and how
writing helps overall
musicianship.
Grant Flick Bluegrass
Week

Learning Swing Week
Repertoire (All Levels):
This lesson will focus on
strategies for learning
both new melodies and
harmonies to build your
repertoire; this lesson is
for advanced beginnersadvanced.

Be my band!: I will present a
country song, talk through
the chord progression, teach
you the melody & harmony,
and then play it with space
for you to add leads, rhythm
section, harmony, etc. I look
forward to making music
with you!

Jesse McBee Swing
Week

Emily Miller Classic Country
Week

Music for Dance (Int/Adv):
This session will relate directly to
Sharon’s choreography class. I will
talk about the collaborative process
of creating, arranging, playing and
rehearsing music for choreography.
This will include a general overview of
practical, time-tested information, as
well as a detailed breakdown of the
music to Mississippi Lawyer.

How To Turn a Standard Into
Music (Beg/Int): Lesson
description coming soon!
Marv & Kathy Reitz Swing
Week

Rick Good Percussive Dance Intensive

More lessons will be announced soon!
Join the Facebook group “Augusta 2020: Learn – Create – Connect” to stay in-the-know
about new lessons & real-time online cultural sessions, jams and more in July.

Don’t miss Michelle
Brown’s Cajun Cooking
101 class! You will learn how
to make roux, meatball stew
with potatoes and carrots, rice,
yellow squash dressing and
blackberry cobbler.

